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ABSTRACT

Context. In situations where there are no magnetic null points located above a reference photospheric plane, and when the photospheric
magnetic field is modeled by discrete flux concentrations, the magnetic connectivity is defined by the magnetic skeleton of the
configuration. For a continuous distribution of non-zero photospheric flux, the connectivity is defined by quasi-separatrix layers
(QSLs). Both the magnetic skeleton and QSLs can account for current sheet formation and dissipation. Observationally, though, only
some portions of the skeleton are found to be related to flare ribbons, which are generally associated with QSL footpoints.
Aims. In potential magnetic source models, a transition from the skeleton to QSLs has been shown to occur when the sources are
displaced below the photospheric plane. The objective of this paper is to understand the topological and geometrical nature of this
transition, and to derive rules to predict which parts of a given skeleton will give rise to QSLs.
Methods. We consider magnetic configurations, derived from potential magnetic sources, which possess no coronal null points.
We have calculated their skeletons, composed of null points, spine field lines and separatrix (fan) surfaces. Choosing a reference
photospheric plane above the sources, we have calculated their QSL footprints.
Results. As already known, the latter mostly match with subphotospheric spine field lines since, above these lines, field lines tend to
diverge as a result of approaching a null and lying either side of the separatrix surface extending out of from this null. However, many
non-spine related QSL footprints are also found, which we call branches. They correspond to the intersection with the photosphere of
portions of fan field lines which “branch” away from the sources and result in QSLs due to the inclination of the coronal field lines.
Conclusions. Our findings allow a better geometrical understanding of the relations between QSLs and skeletons. We show that in
the absence of coronal null points, spines, as well as specific portions of fans as calculated in standard potential source models, are
good predictors for the location of QSL footprints and of flare ribbons.
Key words. Sun: magnetic fields

1. Introduction
Owing to its very low plasma resistivity and to its collisional nature, the low solar corona is a highly conductive medium which
is governed by MHD. The powering of coronal heating in loops
must therefore involve the formation of steep gradients of the
magnetic field, namely current sheets, in initially smooth coronal magnetic fields. There is a wide variety of models that allow the development of such features, that have been reviewed
and tested against some observational constraints by Démoulin
et al. (2003). The first family of these models involve transient
and alternative currents (AC), either created by MHD turbulence
(e.g. Buchlin et al. 2003; Gudiksen & Nordlund 2005; Rappazzo
et al. 2008) or by the resistive damping of nonlinear magnetoacoustic waves (e.g. Heyvaerts & Priest 1983; Einaudi & Mok
1987; Parker 1991; Ofman & Davila 1995). Such transient current sheets can develop in homogeneous distributions of the photospheric magnetic flux. The second family of models involve
the formation of slowly amplifying direct currents (DC), which
can naturally develop in driven line-tied magnetic fields. Such
currents can form when the inhomogeneity of the photospheric
magnetic field leads to the existence of discontinuities (or gradients) in the connectivity of magnetic field lines, along which
current sheets spontaneously develop in a few Alfvèn times regardless of turbulence (e.g. Low & Wolfson 1988; Aly 1990; Lau
& Finn 1993; Aulanier et al. 2005; Haynes et al. 2007). These

DC coronal heating models are also commonly applied to the
formation of reconnecting current sheets in solar flares (see the
review of Démoulin 2007), which are very interesting events in
which to study the relation between magnetic field connectivity,
coronal reconnection, and observational signatures of energy deposition, since they occur on scales that involve much larger areas than those covered by each of the small energy release events
that contribute to the heating of coronal loops.
In traditional DC models, the formation of a current sheet
either involves the existence of a coronal magnetic null point, a
bald patch, a separatrix surface or a separator line which connects two null points. In a potential magnetic field, the occurrence of a single coronal null point implies the presence
of a closed inversion line for the vertical component of the
photospheric magnetic field, all around a flux concentration
whose sign is opposite to that of its neighbors (Antiochos 1998;
Aulanier et al. 2000; Brown & Priest 2001). However, multiple coronal nulls can occur in more general potential magnetic
fields. The occurrence of a bald patch implies the existence of
portions of inversion lines along which field lines are tangent to
the photosphere, and across which the horizontal field is directed
from the negative to the positive polarity (Titov et al. 1993).
Even though observed solar flaring events have been clearly associated to coronal null points (Aulanier et al. 2000; Ugarte-Urra
et al. 2007; Masson et al. 2009) and to bald patches (Aulanier
et al. 1998; Mandrini et al. 2002; Pariat et al. 2004) as calculated
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from force-free field extrapolations, it has been shown that these
situations do not account for the majority of energetic events at
active region scales (Démoulin et al. 1994b; Démoulin 2007).
The occurrence of null points, in particular photospheric null
points, and coronal separators, is a very natural property of magnetic field configurations which are formed by discrete photospheric flux concentrations (either singular or extended), around
which there is no magnetic flux passing through the photosphere
(e.g. Gorbachev & Somov 1989; Longcope & Klapper 2002;
Schrijver & Title 2002; Close et al. 2005; Démoulin et al. 1994a;
Priest et al. 2005; Maclean et al. 2009). Such models can therefore result in a complex distribution of distinct flux domains,
whose boundaries are defined by separatrix fan surfaces. These
fans form part of the skeleton of the magnetic field, when combined with their associated photospheric null points and spine
field lines (Longcope 1996). Such models have been applied to
observations of bright points (e.g. Parnell et al. 1994; Longcope
2001; Maclean et al. 2009) and flares (Longcope et al. 2005;
Barnes et al. 2005; Longcope et al. 2007; Des Jardins et al.
2009). In general, however, the use of discrete sources and the
magnetic skeleton has been applied to try and determine not
only the number and approximate position of the reconnection
sites, but also to determine the energy released during reconnection. This is because, with the magnetic skeleton, it is very
easy to determine the amount of flux transferred between flux
domains and hence estimates can be made of the currents generated and then released during these flux changes. In particular, this is the philosophy that led to the development of the
minimum current corona model (Longcope 1996; Longcope &
Cowley 1996; Longcope 2001), which has been used to model
flares to determine where and how much energy is released
(e.g. Longcope & Silva 1998; Barnes et al. 2005; Longcope
et al. 2007). Furthermore, Priest et al. (2002) have applied the
magnetic skeleton approach to create a coronal model to explain coronal heating. Close et al. (2004, 2005) considered quietSun magnetograms and, using the magnetic skeleton approach,
were able to determine that during solar minimum all the magnetic connections within the corona are replaced in just 1.4 h,
a factor of 10 times faster than the recycling time of the magnetic features in the quiet-Sun photosphere (Hagenaar 2001).
When applied to flare observations, clear correlations have been
found between the locations of observed chromospheric bright
ribbons and of the low altitude trace of the modeled skeletons
(e.g. Démoulin et al. 1994a; Longcope et al. 2007; Longcope &
Beveridge 2007; Des Jardins et al. 2009).
In reality, though the Sun’s surface is not composed of large
regions where the normal component of the magnetic field to the
surface is zero. This means that, on the Sun itself, there will be
far fewer nulls lying exactly on the surface, and hence far fewer
genuine separators that are anchored at the Sun’s surface. Thus,
an alternative approach, avoiding these unnatural zero normal
field regions, is commonly used in which complex photospheric
magnetic fields are modeled in terms of a continuous distribution of flux. Here, the connectivity of the magnetic field is no
longer defined by its skeleton, but rather by quasi-separatrix layers (QSLs), which are narrow volumes across which the mapping of the magnetic field displays strong gradients (Priest &
Démoulin 1995; Démoulin et al. 1996a). The connectivity gradients can then be quantified by the squashing degree of the flux
tubes (Titov et al. 2002; Titov 2007). Very thin QSLs, characterized by very large squashing degrees, are natural regions for
reconnecting current sheets to develop, as a result of any linetied footpoint motion (Aulanier et al. 2005, 2006). The formation
and dissipation of current sheets in quiet-Sun like magnetic field

configurations have therefore been proposed to account for coronal heating (Démoulin & Priest 1997; Aulanier et al. 2005),
just like in skeleton models. Also, QSLs have been found to
fully match observed flare ribbons (e.g. Démoulin et al. 1996a;
Mandrini et al. 1996; Démoulin et al. 1997; Schmieder et al.
1997; Bagalá et al. 2000), in contrast to the magnetic skeleton
which only partially are associated with the ribbons.
The narrowest QSLs therefore generalize the concept of
separatrices, in non-idealized magnetic field configurations.
Bridging the gap between separatrices and QSLs has been the
object of several studies. First, the highest squashing degrees are
found within hyperbolic flux tubes (HFTs) and so these features
can be thought of as the “core” of a QSL. A separator (which
is at the intersection of two separatrix surfaces) appears to be
similar to an infinitely squashed HFT (Démoulin et al. 1996a;
Titov et al. 2002, 2003; Galsgaard et al. 2003) and the HFT footprints were noted to be located above spine field lines by Titov
et al. (2002). Second, in a given magnetic field configuration
built from magnetic sources, it has been shown that a transition,
from the skeleton to QSLs, takes place when all the sources and
related null-points are displaced from the photospheric layer to
below it (Démoulin et al. 1996a; Titov & Hornig 2002). The dependence of the maximum value of the squashing degree, with
respect to the depth of the sources, has there been found to be a
power law, the index of which depends on the relative positioning of the sources. Also, the closer the sources are placed to the
photospheric plane, the greater the portions of the skeleton that
are covered by the QSL footprints. Third, these findings have
recently been complemented by the spatial correlation found between QSL footprints and parallel electric fields integrated along
reconnecting field lines in an MHD simulation that used a potential field extrapolations as initial conditions, with parts of the
complex skeletons that were calculated in various discrete flux
concentration models for the same observed photospheric magnetic field (Maclean et al. 2009).
Our interest is in the associations between QSLs, magnetic
skeletons and flare ribbons. So in this paper, we further pursue
the analysis of the link between skeletons and QSLs. We show
and explain geometrically which parts of the skeleton of any
given magnetic field configuration, built with magnetic sources,
can turn into QSLs. Our results therefore can be used to predict
which elements of the magnetic field, in source models, can be
involved in coronal reconnection, and where flare ribbons can
be located in the chromosphere. We use potential field models
to conduct this study, therefore our results only apply to magnetic field configurations which overall connectivity that can be
approximated by potential field extrapolations. So we do not address the issue of the geometrical nature of QSLs in regions that
are very non-potential on global scales, such as those resulting
from wide twisted flux tubes (as in e.g. Démoulin et al. 1996b;
Titov & Démoulin 1999, in which bald patch bifurcations play
a major role).

2. Four sources
2.1. Studied configurations

We analyze the topology and the field line linkage where a potential magnetic field is created from point sources, i.e. monopoles.
In such source models, in Cartesian geometry, (x, y, z) where the
sources are placed on a z = constant plane and so z refers to
the altitude or depth and the magnetic field B is singular at the
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sources. Away from the sources, it is given by:
B x (x, y, z) =

n


Fi (x − xi )ri−3 ,

Table 1. Parameters of the magnetic configurations with 4 sources.
Polarity

(1)

i=1

By(x, y, z) =
Bz(x, y, z) =

n

i=1
n


P1

yi )ri−3 ,

(2)

Fi (z − zi )ri−3 ,

(3)

Fi (y −

N1

i=1


ri = (x − xi )2 + (y − yi )2 + (z − zi )2 ,
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(4)

where n is the number of sources, Fi is the flux of the sources
and (xi , yi , zi ) are the positions of the sources.
Potential fields are interesting to conduct our study for several reasons. Historically, they have been used to calculate coronal topologies relating them to flares and other coronal phenomena, amongst other uses (see Sect. 1). It has been found that
this approximation (including the linear force-free one) is often suﬃcient to model small confined flares and bright points.
Physically, it is expected that the overall topology of a quasi
force-free (non dynamic) magnetic field configuration should
not be very sensitive to non-potential eﬀects if the electric currents are distributed on a scale which is smaller than that of
one of the bipoles. Indeed, Aulanier et al. (2005) and Pariat
et al. (2009) show that relatively small-scale currents do not
change their overall QSL and null-point topology, respectively,
whereas Haynes et al. (2007) found the formation of new separators in dynamically moving bipoles embedded in horizontal fields, and Démoulin et al. (1996b) and Titov & Démoulin
(1999) showed how large-scale twisted fields induce new QSLs
and bald patches, respectively. The present study therefore does
not apply to non force-free fields and/or to force-free fields that
contain strong and large-scale currents.
We initially consider two configurations which have already
been investigated in the literature by Démoulin et al. (1996a,
hereafter D96) and Aulanier et al. (2005, hereafter A05). We
chose these configurations for three main reasons. First, their
QSLs have been calculated in the related papers. D96 actually
calculated the QSLs using the norm N (see Eq. (5)) at various altitudes above that of the sources, which brought first insights to
the transition between QSLs and magnetic skeleton structures.
Second, because the features of these two configurations are
similar. They are both formed by four sources, which define a
smaller bipole of weak flux embedded in a main larger bipole of
stronger flux. In particular, in D96 at z = 0 the smaller bipole
has weaker magnetic fields than the larger one, whereas in A05,
due to the diﬀerent depth of the sources which form the larger
bipole, the magnetic fields of the smaller bipole are stronger than
that of the larger bipole. Both configurations have the same main
bipole, with its axis along x. In D96, the inner bipole is roughly
parallel to the axis of the main bipole (both bipoles make an angle ψ = 30◦ ), whereas the bipoles are nearly antiparallel in A05
(ψ = 150◦ ). Third, A05 is diﬀerent to most continuous source
models, because its two bipoles are placed at diﬀerent depths,
which creates an asymmetry in the model, as well as spine field
lines which are inclined in altitude. Table 1 summarizes the parameters of the sources in both configurations.

P2

N2

Parameter
x1
y1
z1
F1
x2
y2
z2
F2
x3
y3
z3
F3
x4
y4
z4
F4

D96 (ψ = 30◦ )
0.5
0
–0.1
1
–0.5
0
–0.1
–1
0.0866
0.05
–0.1
0.4
–0.0866
–0.05
–0.1
–0.4

A05 (ψ = 150◦ )
0.5
0
–0.2
1
–0.5
0
–0.2
–1
–0.0866
0.05
–0.1
0.4
0.0866
–0.05
–0.1
–0.4

a rapid change in field line linkage (Priest & Démoulin 1995;
Démoulin et al. 1996a). In other words, these regions correspond
to large mapping distortions or strong “squashing” of flux tubes
(Titov et al. 2002). QSLs can be calculated by measuring the
squashing degree Q. Let us consider, in the Cartesian geometry,
the field line mapping from one footpoint at a given layer z0
to the other at the same layer: r+ = (x+ , y+ , z0 ) → r− =
(x− , y− , z0 ) and the reverse one. These mappings can be represented by some vector functions [X− (x+ , y+ ), Y− (x+ , y+ )] and
[X+ (x− , y− ), Y+ (x− , y− )], respectively. From these, for the determination of QSLs, Priest & Démoulin (1995) proposed to use
the functions N(r+ ) and N(r− ) (called “the Norm” because they
represent the norm of the respective Jacobian Matrices):


2 
2 
2 
2
∂X∓
∂X∓
∂Y∓
∂Y∓
N(r± ) =
+
+
+
∂x±
∂y±
∂x±
∂y±
≡ N± .
(5)
It was proposed that N(r± )  1 define field lines belonging to
QSLs (Démoulin et al. 1996a), and that the map of N(r± , z = z0 )
is the footprint of the QSL.
When diﬀerent normal field components (Bz+ and Bz− ) exist in the field line footpoints, a diﬃculty with the definition of
QSLs by Eq. (5) is that N(r+ )  N(r− ) if |Bz+ |  |Bz−|. To overcome this, Titov et al. (2002) defined another characteristic function for QSLs which is independent of the mapping direction: the
squashing degree Q. It is calculated as follows:
Q± =

N±2
N ∗2
≡ Q∗∓ = ∗ ∓
≡Q
∗
|Bz±/Bz∓|
|Bz∓ /Bz±|

(6)

2.2. Photospheric footprints of quasi-separatrix layers

where the functions that have asterisks indicates that their arguments x− and y− are substituted in X− (x+ , y+ ), and Y− (x+ , y+ )
respectively. With this prescription a QSL is defined by Q  2
and the map of the largest Q(z = z0 ) values shows the footprint
of the QSL.
Hereafter, the z = 0 plane will be referred to the “photosphere”, by analogy with past studies in which subphotospheric
sources were considered to emulate the observed distribution of
the magnetic field in the solar photosphere. So as to compute
the photospheric QSL footprints in our two magnetic configurations, the QSL formulas (Eq. (6)) have been coupled with the
MPOLE1 libraries, which integrate field lines. The coordinates

Here we briefly recall what quasi-separatrix layers (QSLs) are,
and how to calculate them. QSLs are regions where there is

1
MPOLE 2.4, http://solar.physics.montana.edu/dana/
mpole/mpole_doc.html
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Fig. 1. Magnetic field topology and geometry
for the D96 model; a) displays a map of the
squashing degree Q(x, y, z = 0) that shows
QSL footprints at z = 0, above the altitude
of the sources. White stands for ln Q < 0.6.
The sources are indicated by + (resp. ×) signs
for positive P1, 2 (negative N1, 2) flux concentrations; b) shows the same view, but with
the null-points Nu1, 2 and spine field lines
S1, 2 at z = −0.1, as well as some fan
field lines F1, 2. The latter are drawn thicker
along their portions that lie below z = 0. The
pink/cyan/yellow thin contours represent particular positive/negative/zero values of Bz(z =
0); c) is the same view as in a) and b) and includes the nulls, spines and Bz(z = 0) contours
as in b), but now two sets of QSL field lines
(Q1, 2) have been overplotted for z > 0 only.
The starting points of Q1 (resp. Q2) are located
in the positive (resp. negative) magnetic fields
at z = 0, along a short segment that is a cut
cross the strong Q(z = 0) along the y axis;
d) shows a projection view of the configuration, with only one fan F1 and one set of QSL
field lines Q1 being drawn above both nulls and
spines.

Fig. 2. Magnetic field topology and geometry
for the A05 model. The drawing conventions
are the same as in Fig. 1.

of the endpoints of the field lines are extracted from MPOLE,
since they are required to calculate Q from Eq. (6). We used a
uniform grid in both x and y directions with a grid spacing of
2.77 × 10−3 , which is comparable to that used by D96 and A05.
The resulting maps of Q(z = 0) are plotted in Figs. 1a and 2a in
a domain x ∈ [−0.61, 0.61] and y ∈ [−0.41, 0.41].
The calculated QSLs have the same shapes and localization
as reported in D96 and A05. In the D96 configuration, they form
two roughly parallel “lanes” of Q and the maximum of Q, at
z = 0, is approximately located where the norm of the magnetic
field is minimum. Each lane ends in two little curved hooks. In
A05, the shape of the QSLs is diﬀerent to that in D96. Even
though the maxima of Q are still located around the magnetic
field minimum regions, the QSL footprints are arc-shaped and
each arc points toward the middle of the other. From this finding, one could first state that the QSLs are always located around

minimum magnetic field areas. But this is not suﬃcient to understand their shape, and their direction of elongation.
2.3. Fan and spine separatrices emanating from the sources

Instead of using MPOLE to calculate and plot the nulls, the fans
and the spines in our four-source models, we use the so-called
sources method (SM, see Démoulin et al. 1994a,b), which we
briefly describe below.
Firstly, in order to find and to characterize null points, the
magnetic field is discretized on a mesh. The sign of the 3 magnetic field components is then calculated on the 12 edges of
each 3D cell. When the three components of the field are found
to reverse at least once along any of the edges of a cell, a
Newton-Raphson method is applied to locate precisely the position of the null in three dimensions. The eigenvectors of the
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null are then calculated using the standard null-point formulas
(see e.g. Lau & Finn 1990; Parnell et al. 1996):
B = M · r,
⎞
⎛
⎜⎜⎜ ∂B x/∂x ∂B x/∂y ∂B x /∂z ⎟⎟⎟
⎜
M = ⎜⎜⎝ ∂By/∂x ∂By /∂y ∂By/∂z ⎟⎟⎟⎠ .
∂Bz/∂x ∂Bz/∂y ∂Bz/∂z

(7)
(8)

In our configurations, the three eigenvalues of M are real and two
nulls Nu1 and Nu2 are present, and are located in between two
sources of the same polarity, as in Molodenskii & Syrovatskii
(1977). In D96, the nulls lie on the same plane as that of the
sources, i.e. at z = −0.1, and are all prone nulls, whereas, in
A05, the nulls are located at an intermediate altitude between
the sources which are situated at diﬀerent depths.
Secondly, for each of the nulls, we integrate with a predictorcorrector scheme the spines in both directions following the
eigenvector associated with the eigenvalue whose sign is opposite to that of the other two. In D96 the resulting spines have
Bz = 0 and are exactly located in the horizontal plane of the
sources, whereas they have finite and varying Bz values in A05.
We use the two other eigenvectors to integrate a set of fan field
lines. As found by Fukao et al. (1975), in our case, as in all potential fields, the fan plane is perpendicular to the spine.
The nulls, spines and fans are plotted in Figs. 1 and 2 for
the D96 and A05 configurations, respectively. The calculated
separatrices are of the same type as those found before in foursource models involving two pairs of opposite polarity sources
(e.g. Greene 1988; Gorbachev & Somov 1989): the spines are
low-lying and the fans take the shape of domes which intersect
at high altitude along a separator line that connects both nulls.
2.4. Relation between spines and QSL footprints

Comparing Figs. 1a and 2a with Figs. 1b and 2b one readily
sees that not only the largest photospheric Q areas are located
close to the positions of the sub-photospheric null-points, but
also that the main orientation of the QSL footprints roughly follows that of the sub-photospheric spines. This relation was noticed first by Titov et al. (2002). The QSL footprints then tend
to join two sources of the same polarity, following a path along
which Bz(z = 0) does not changes its sign (i.e. not crossing photospheric inversion lines), and with decreasing Q values as one
moves away from the null-points.
Independently of Titov et al. (2002), parts of the spines of
real prone nulls have recently been hinted to be associated with
QSLs in potential field source models. First, Des Jardins et al.
(2009) found that parts of such spines were located close to regions of Hard X-ray footpoint emission as observed by RHESSI
on top EUV ribbons which developed during three eruptive
flares. Since flare ribbons have also been found to match very
well with QSL footprints in several case studies (e.g. Mandrini
et al. 1996; Démoulin et al. 1997; Schmieder et al. 1997; Bagalá
et al. 2000; Démoulin 2007), their results are similar to ours,
even though the applicability of potential fields as models for
eruptive flares is questionable. Second Maclean et al. (2009)
compared a set of source models with several MHD simulations
of an observed bright point. They found that some parts of their
calculated skeleton (mostly including spines, and also some fans
when looking at their figures) roughly matched both the footprints of the strongest regions of the parallel electric field integrated along the field lines and that of the QSLs, both calculated
by Büchner (2006).
Still, these previous results have not fully addressed the question of the nature of the transition between elements of the
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magnetic skeleton and QSLs, and have not addressed the details
of the association of spine field lines to QSL footprints. Indeed,
Maclean et al. (2009) write “the obvious question remaining is,
why does only part of the separatrix surface correspond to the
location of the strong integrated parallel electric field and the
QSL?”.
Our results clearly show that, when the number of sources
is relatively small, the topological transition from the magnetic
skeleton to QSLs, which occurs when the nulls pass below the
reference photospheric plane, leads to a transformation of the
field lines near the nulls that run close to the spine into photospheric QSL footprints. Titov et al. (2002) wrote about the latter
that “these are the separatrix lines approaching the nulls perpendicular to the fan surfaces”. This transition can be geometrically
explained as follows. If one considers a set of field lines whose
starting points are placed in a vertical half-circle of infinitesimal radius that surrounds a nearly horizontal sub-photospheric
spine, the field lines will eventually diverge from one another
when they approach the null point, and then, they will simply
graze the fan surface at large altitudes above the plane of the
sources. This same behavior will occur further and further from
the null point, but with less divergence, as one increases the radius of the circle of the field line starting points. All this is a natural property of a potential null-point geometry. This explains
why the photospheric maximum of Q is always located close
to the position of the sub-photospheric null-point, the shift only
being a natural consequence of the bending of the field lines in
response to the flux of the sources. Moreover, by construction,
when the reference photospheric plane is placed slightly (resp.
far) above the null-point locations, the diverging pattern of the
field lines above that plane will be strong (resp. weak), so this
explains why the QSL footprints are more (resp. less) extended
with stronger (resp. weaker) maximum Q values, as seen on the
plots and the measurements of the N quantity in D96.
Consequently, a first estimator of a QSL footprint, i.e. a first
estimator of the location of flare ribbons and of HXR emissions
during reconnection in the solar corona in relatively simple geometries, can simply be given by the distribution of prone nulls
and spines in source models.
Still, Figs. 1 and 2 show that the lower Q extremities of
the QSL footprints, namely the hooks in D96 and the arcs in
A05, not only pass the location of the sources, but are also much
longer than the spines. D96 also clearly showed that, when the
depth of the sources is very close to that of the photosphere
at which the QSLs are calculated, the QSL footprint eventually covers the intersection of the separatrix surfaces with the
photosphere as well. This shows right away that simply associating QSL footprints and spines is only an approximation.
Understanding the full nature of the transition between the magnetic skeleton and QSLs therefore requires further investigation.
Since it is not straightforward to understand this with our four
source models, we address this issue hereafter with a multiple
source model.

3. Multi sources
3.1. Strong spine-related QSLs in complex configurations

In this section, we consider a more complex geometry than before. We consider an asymmetric distribution made of 15 balanced sources with diﬀerent intensities. The source parameters
are given in Table 2. We consider a set of balanced sources to
avoid the presence of artificial sources away from the selected
field of view with (x = y ∈ [−1, 1]). We chose all sources at
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Fig. 3. Magnetic field topology and geometry for the model with 15 sources; a) displays a map of the squashing degree Q(x, y, z = 0) that shows
QSL footprints at z = 0, above the altitude of the sources. The sources are indicated by + (resp. ×) signs for positive (negative) flux concentrations;
b) shows, with the same view, spine field lines with dashed lines, sources with same drawing conventions as in a), and the null-points all at z = −0.1
as indicated with (the negative ones) or (the positive ones), calculated with MPOLE; c) shows the nulls spines (black thick lines) calculated
with the SM, as well as Bz(z = 0) contours (the inversion lines being drawn in yellow), overplotted by the parts of fans starting from the sources
and ending up at z = 0 (plotted with thick lines of diﬀerent color); d) is the same as c), but here the whole fans are plotted.

the same level z = −0.1 on a square grid with 361 points in
each direction in x and y. We selected the source parameters in
order to have all the nulls lying on the same plane as that of
the sources and selected the sources in such away as to avoid
the occurrence of any upright nulls. Thus, all the spines lie in
the same plane z = −0.1 and there are no vertical spines associated with upright nulls or high altitude null points (as in e.g.
Antiochos 1998; Aulanier et al. 2000; Brown & Priest 2001;
Pariat et al. 2009). The latter would lead to nulls, spines and
separatrix surfaces which would be structurally stable (e.g. not
turn into QSLs) provided the photospheric plane was not chosen
to be above them, as it inevitably is for the surface nulls.
So as to calculate QSLs footprints (shown in Fig. 3a), we
used the same method as described in Sect. 2.2. To calculate null
points and separatrices, we use both the MPOLE and the SM, as
described earlier. MPOLE finds null points using a combination
of reasonable initial guesses, and it iterates from them until it
finds the locations of the nulls (Longcope 1996). Both methods

gave the same 13 surface nulls, from which we calculated the
related skeleton, as plotted in Figs. 3b, d.
The resulting skeleton and QSL footprints have a much more
complex pattern than in the 4 source models. This enables us
to analyze several situations, so as to determine more general
rules which govern the topological transitions from the magnetic
skeleton to QSLs.
One can see that the strong relation found before between
spines and QSL footprints remains valid. Most of the QSL footprints (where Q takes the higher values) still lie above the spines.
Moreover, this configuration reveals that, when two consecutive
spines follow each other through a given source, there having a
sharp discontinuity in their directions, a continuous corresponding QSL footprint is found above the spines, and it displays a
smooth curvature around the position of the source. This behavior is sketched in Fig. 4a. This situation is found to be very
common in our configuration, e.g. between the sources P1-3-4,
P4-6-8. Such consecutive spine patterns were also found in the
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Table 2. Parameters of the magnetic configuration with 15 sources.
Polarity
P1
P2
P3
P4
P5
P6
P7
P8
N1
N2
N3
N4
N5
N6
N7

x
–0.5
–0.3
–0.2
–0.0
0.05
0.15
0.4
0.5
–0.5
–0.4
–0.2
–0.1
0.1
0.25
0.3

y
0.1
–0.3
0.2
0.1
–0.15
0.4
–0.2
0.3
–0.2
0.5
–0.1
0.3
–0.4
–0.1
0.15

z
–0.1
–0.1
–0.1
–0.1
–0.1
–0.1
–0.1
–0.1
–0.1
–0.1
–0.1
–0.1
–0.1
–0.1
–0.1

Fi
0.8
2.5
1.5
0.5
0.8
0.7
1.5
3.
–2.
–3.
–0.8
–0.5
–2.5
–0.5
–2.

source models of Des Jardins et al. (2009). This transition which
we find now clearly explains the relation between several consecutive spines modeled in various source models by Maclean
et al. (2009) and the overlying smoother distribution of the footprints of QSLs and of the electric field integrated along the field
lines, calculated by Büchner (2006) in a full MHD simulation.
3.2. Identification of non-spine related QSLs

There are number of regions where the QSL footprints are actually not related to spines. The QSL pattern shown in Fig. 3a
indeed has more structure than shown by the spines alone in
Fig. 3b. Three types of non-spine related QSL footpoints can
be identified: due to of their shapes, we will refer to them as
“branches”.
The first significant branches (see Fig. 3a) are the two very
long QSL footprints (b1, b2) which emanate, respectively, from
the sources P1 and P2. They cross the positive polarities at z = 0,
as if they were a simple extension of the QSL footprint associated with spines lying in the z = −0.1 between P1-3 and P2-5, respectively. The branches extend from the positive sources toward
the null points located below on z = −0.1 between N1-2 and
N1-5 respectively, but they do not reach them. Instead, they end
close to the curved part of the inversion line that closes around
the related positive flux concentration at z = 0. Interestingly, a
major diﬀerence between these QSL footprints and those associated with spines is that, for the former, Q peaks at a maximum
close to a magnetic source, whereas for the latter Q is maximum near the null-point. Unlike in the 4 source models, those
branches cannot be regarded as minor, because of their relatively
large lengths. Also, these are clearly not an artifact of our calculation. Indeed, the U-shape of the inversion lines naturally imply shell-shapes for the distribution of field lines located above
z = 0. In other words, the field lines form a set of arcades above
the inversion line, which have the shape of a curve tunnel. At the
base of this shell pattern, a gradient of connectivity is naturally
expected (as found in magnetic field extrapolations by Mandrini
et al. 1996; Schmieder et al. 1997, for an observed bright point
and a C-class flare, respectively).
A second type of long branch is rooted in the source P8 (e.g.
V in Fig. 3a). It has a V-shape. So it is actually composed of
two QSLs, which not only merge with one another in a flux concentration, but which also merge with another QSL, that one being associated to the consecutive spines P6-8-7. As found above,
Q in these branches decreases away from the magnetic source,

Fig. 4. Three main behavior of Q factor around sources (+): a) shows
when we have two consecutive spines (S), the QSLs footprint fallow
their shape, but tend to smooth the point connection between them;
b) shows Q factor follows the spine shape (S) until it has a fan contribution (F) that is given by the end points of fan field lines starting
from the source (+) on the photospheric plane. In this case it curves
on that shape; c) shows that b) case is true, but when we have also the
presence of a consecutive spine, the Q factor smoothly follow it and
also branch on following the fans contribution.

oppositely to what is found in spine-related QSLs. This V-shape
QSL pattern is also not an artifact of the calculations, since field
line plots show that these two QSLs separate the positive flux
concentration at z = 0, that results from the P8 source, in three
quasi connectivity domains, which are linked to the negative flux
concentrations associated with N2-1-5.
The third type of branch consists of many small curved QSL
footprints (e.g. a1, a2, c1, c2 in Fig. 3a), which are located close
to almost all other spine-related QSLs. They typically display
low Q values, and they have arc shapes. Some of them have
horse-shoe shapes, they graze the spines and partly surround
sources (e.g. around N3 (c1) and N4 (c2)). Such QSL footprints have already been reported in Mandrini et al. (1996) and
Schmieder et al. (1997). Other arc shaped branches in our model
have weaker curvatures, and they simply extend away from the
sources (e.g. near N2 (a1) and between N6-7 (a2)). Because of
their lengths and shapes, these seem to be of the same kind as the
small hook and arc-shaped QSL extensions which we identified
in the 4 source models.
3.3. The role of fan field lines

QSLs have already been found in simple bipolar configurations, in which the corresponding potential fields calculated from
point- or line-sources would not possess null points, and therefore no spines. But this has only been reported in highly nonpotential fields, in which large-scale shear or twist either creates
an S shape bald patch separatrix (Titov & Démoulin 1999) or a
double-J shape QSL footprint pattern (Démoulin et al. 1996b;
Titov 2007). But in potential source models, one can hardly
imagine how QSLs could not be related to any topological property of the potential magnetic field configuration.
Apart from the spine field lines, the only topological elements in source models are the separatrix (or fan) surfaces. Fan
field lines calculated with the SM are plotted in Fig. 3d. Note
that for most of the fans, we have not plotted field lines covering their whole surface. This is visible, for example in Fig. 3d,
for the red fan associated with the null point between N1-3, for
the dark-blue fan associated with the null point between P4-6,
and for two very large-scale red and green fans associated with
the null points between N1-2 and N1-5 respectively. The reason
is that for most of the null points, the fans are far from being
axisymmetric around the axis of the spine, because the complex
distribution of sources results in generating fan-related eigenvectors of diﬀerent amplitudes. For the 4 nulls described above,
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Fig. 5. Toy model for understand the nature of the branches: a) in blue we report the fan field lines, in red (in orange) a couple of field line starting
from a distance δ at the photospheric level above N1 surrounding a vertical (slanting) fan field line, in black we draw the part of these couple of
field line below the photospheric level; b) QSL photospheric footprints; c) it is obtained rotating the planes of orange and red couples of field lines
on the same plane.

the ratio between the pair of fan eigenvalues of each null is 3.5,
4.9, 8.1 and 24, respectively. In these cases, fan field lines starting from the null bend in directions parallel or anti-parallel to the
eigenvector associated with the largest eigenvalue, as described
by Parnell et al. (1996) and found by Mandrini et al. (2006) for
photospheric null points and by Masson et al. (2009) for coronal
(i.e. high altitude) null points.
The sum of spines and fans (Fig. 3d) now show more structures than the QSL footprints (Fig. 3a). Still, one can surprisingly
associate the V shape and the spine extension branches, with the
two red and green fans of very large eigenvalue ratios described
above. Those match very well with one another. This fan-branch
relation was not expected from the results from our 4 source
models, and then could not be predicted with our first explanation of QSL footprint locations on plane above point sources.
However, this relation is far from being obvious elsewhere in the
model. This shows that, in general, only a subset of the fan field
lines can transform into QSL footprints.
On one hand, there is not a single branch that starts from
the null points, even though Q there peaks to large values. On
the other hand, only the parts of fans that start from the sources
seem relate to branches. To clarify this, we plotted in Fig. 3c the
spines at z = −0.1 as well as the portions of fan field lines only,
starting from the sources at z = −0.1 and ending in the photospheric plane at z = 0 (where Q was calculated). Comparing
this with Fig. 3a, one can see that these photospheric ending
points all match with the branches. As can be seen, for example,
with the fuchsia fan portions that start from the sources P3-4-6,
whose photospheric endpoints fit the horse-shoe shape branch
that surrounds the source N4. A similar association can be seen
around N7, where the spine-related QSL footprint does not end
in the source, but rather splits into diﬀerent branches that correspond to the endpoints of the blue, cyan and green fan field lines.
The topological transitions from separatrices to QSLs in these
two examples are sketched in Figs. 4b, c. This finding explains
the reason why the long V shape and spine extension branches
were readily matched by the drawn red and green fan field lines.
Indeed, the very small relative amplitude of the z-aligned fan
eigenvector in these two fans permits a very small amount of
magnetic flux to cross the z = 0 plane. So the majority of field
lines which we plotted in Fig. 3d were actually confined below
z = 0.
The full curve that joins the photospheric endpoints of field
lines which belong to a given fan, and which start from a given
source, extend from close to this source at z = 0 up to the inversion line at z = 0. If this whole curve would turn into a QSL
footprint in all cases, then all branches should stop just before

an inversion line. Figure 3a shows that this indeed happens (see
e.g. the long branches which link the spine-related QSL footprints from P1, P2 and P7), but that it is not the case in general
(see e.g. the branches which emanate from N2 and N7). These
diﬀerent behaviors actually relate to the lower limit for Q(z = 0)
for which one considers a QSL to be significantly narrow (i.e.
important).
So, qualitatively, our results show that apart from the main
spine-related QSL footprints, QSL branches correspond to the
curve defined by the photospheric endpoints of all fan field lines
which start from a subphotospheric source. This gives us an improved estimator for QSL footprints in source models.
3.4. Comparison with the 4 source models and interpretation

If one reconsiders the previous simple models which we addressed in this paper in light of the above findings, one can now
relate the hook and arc shape QSL footprints to the branches in
the complex 15 source model. Figures 1 and 2 indeed show an
excellent match between the low-Q extensions of the QSLs with
the ends at z = 0 of the thick portions of the subphotospheric fan
field lines originating from the sources.
As for the transformation of subphotospheric spines into
QSL footprints, the topological transition between fan field lines
and QSL branches can be understood from the geometry of field
lines. Two field lines starting from a subphotospheric source
(e.g. P1 in D96) on both sides of a given fan remain roughly parallel along the fan, with weakly varying distances between one
another across the fan (which is formed by red lines in Fig. 1b).
Close to the null point (Nu2 in Fig. 1b) however, these same
field lines actually diverge from one another as they tend to follow the spine (S2 in Fig. 1d) in opposite directions (towards N1
and N2). As a consequence, the photospheric trace of these field
lines, close to the initial source (P1), is smaller than that close
to the null point (Nu2). This implies the presence of a relatively
strong squashing degree Q, hence a branch, around the photospheric trace of the fan close to the source. This explains the fan
contribution to the QSL footprints.
One can go further and explain the reason why Q decreases
away from the source in these branches. Consider, in a first approximation, that the eigenvectors of the fan have comparable
amplitudes, so that the null point structure can be considered
to be axisymmetric around the spine axis. In order to have this
configuration, we can for example generate a minimized model
(Fig. 5) using three balanced sources (two of them being positive) placed along the same line at the same altitude. In this
geometry we have only one null having both fan eigenvectors
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with the same eigenvalue. This implies that in this case we have
a radial symmetric fan which simplifies the analysis of the field
line geometries. As in our other models, the sources are placed
on a plane below the plane taken as the photosphere.
Consider two pairs of field lines, which start from the negative source (N1) and lie either side of the fan surface, which
comes from the null point (Nu1) and let each pair be located
around a diﬀerent fan field line: one of them leaving the null
at right angles to the plane of sources, and the other inclined at
an acute angle to this plane (still allowing the surrounding field
lines to pass above the photospheric plane). The two pairs of
field lines, drawn in orange and red in Fig. 5a, are chosen so
as to result in equal distances between their photospheric footpoints above N1. Their subphotospheric portions are drawn in
black, so as to visualize their intersections with the photospheric
plane. When both pairs reach the photosphere close to the null
point, they both diverge along the spine that joins the P1 and
P2 sources. In particular, the red pair of field lines diverge there
more than the orange pair: the footpoint distance of the orange
lines at the vicinity of the null point is smaller than that of the
red lines. This implies that on the footprints of the fan field line
surrounded by the red pair (resp. the orange pair), close to (resp.
far from) the position of the source, the Q-factor is higher (resp.
lower). This fits the QSL footprint which we calculated in this
configuration, as shown in Fig. 5b.
In order to explain this behavior and to apply this finding in
the general case, we further analyze the way diﬀerent pairs of
field lines intersect a photospheric plane placed above that of the
sources. In Fig. 5, the red and the orange field lines were selected so that the horizontal distance between their pairs of photospheric footpoints at the vicinity of the negative source was
equal. Due to the symmetry of the configuration, each pair with
its middle fan field line lies on the same plane, the one for the red
pair being vertical and the one for the orange pair being inclined.
For the analysis, let us rotate the plane of the orange lines vertically, so that all field lines now belong to the same plane. Doing
this, we keep the length of initial subphotospheric field line segments, drawn in black in Fig. 5a. The resulting 2D field line distribution is plotted in Fig. 5c. In this projection, the altitude of
the photosphere is larger in the orange lines than in the red lines,
due to the applied rotation of the plane of the orange lines. Due to
the axisymmetric properties of this configuration, this projection
readily results in one (blue) fan field line, closely surrounded by
the pair of orange lines, themselves being surrounded by the red
lines, all along their length. Close to the null point, all field lines
that are close to the fan tend to diverge away from it, so as to
follow the spine toward the sources P1 and P2. Therefore, for
both pairs of field lines, their separation from the fan is smaller
(resp. larger) at larger (resp. smaller) altitudes above the null
point Nu1. So, in the 2D projection, the distance between the
orange lines, at the (higher) altitude of their own photosphere,
must be smaller than their distance at the (lower) altitude of the
photosphere of the red lines, which is in turn smaller than the distance between the red lines. These geometrical properties show
that the ratio between the photospheric footpoints above Nu1
and above N1 for the orange lines is smaller than that for the red
lines. Hence, the Q-factor for the red lines must be larger, and
must decrease away from the source toward the orange lines.
In other words, the orange pair of field lines, which originate
in the z = 0 plane further from the sources, actually lie closer
together across the separatrix surface than the red pair. Hence,
they remain closer (to the separatrix surface) all the time they
are above the photosphere and only diverge as they are near the
null below the photosphere. Hence, they have a lower Q.
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This explains why, contrary to spine-related QSL footprints,
fan-related branches display lower and lower Q further and further away from the sources.
3.5. Connections between branches and null-halos

In Fig. 5b one can see that the QSLs footprint is formed by two
distinct patterns. The one located around the source N1 is formed
by the branches, and the other one is located around the null
point Nu1. The latter consists of a high-Q core due to the contribution of the underlying spine that connects P1 and P2, as well
as a low-Q halo centered around the null point, which we refer
to as the “null-halo” hereafter.
Following the orange pair of field lines in Fig. 5a, we see
that the footpoints that correspond to the ends of the branches are
linked with footpoints on the edge of the null-halo which extends
perpendicularly to the underlying spine direction. If we consider
Figs. 1a, c and 2a, c we find the same behavior. As shown in
Figs. 1c and 2c, if we take starting footpoints along a segment
that crosses the QSL footprint above the underlying null and perpendicular to its spine direction (pink Q1 from a cut across Nu1
and green Q2 from a cut across Nu2 ), one notices that their conjugate footpoints lie all along the conjugate QSL footprint. The
high Q, centre of the perpendicular cut, corresponds to the spine
of the conjugate QSL’s null, and the low Q halo corresponds to
the branches of the conjugate QSL footprint region.
As we have already mentioned, Q is constant along the field
lines. Within the null-halo, the field lines rooted in the region
that is far from the spine are therefore connected to the branches,
whereas those rooted closer to and over the spine are connected
to the conjugate spine-related QSL footprint. So the length of
the branches seem to be directly related to the width of their related null-halo, in the direction perpendicular to the underlying
spine. This is also valid in the more complicated case Fig. 3:
comparing the diﬀerent panels, one can relate each branch with
its conjugate null-halo. For example, consider the branches V
rooted in the source P8 and their associated parts b1 and b2 (see
Fig. 3a). They are connected to the null-halo around the null
points located between the sources N1-N2 and N1-N5, respectively. Also, the upper branch of a1 and the left branch of a2 are
connected to the conjugate null-halo between P6-P8. Such associations can be found for each fan shown in Fig. 3d, by relating
them to branches and null-halos in Fig. 3a. All these associations, if we consider the limitations due to the presence of other
spine contributions and polarity inversion lines (PILs), suggest
that the length of the branches seems to be related to the width
of the conjugate null-halo.
It is noteworthy that, in general, the longer the branches (i.e.
the more they cover the fan projection on the photospheric plane)
the narrower the QSL footprint (as shown by Démoulin et al.
1996a; and in Sect. 2.4) and the larger the maximum value of Q
(or N). Indeed in our models, when one compares the QSLs footprints in the D96 and A05 configurations (Figs. 1, 2a), short
(resp. long) branches that cover little (resp. almost all) of the
fan projection up to the PILs are found. This is related to the fact
that in D96 (resp. in A05), there are relatively small (resp. large)
values of Q (as clearly seen in the divergence of the colored Q1
and Q2 field lines in Figs. 1c and 2c), hence to a relatively wider
(resp. narrower) width of the spine-related QSL footprint. Since
the length of the branches is related to the width of the null-halo,
we find the interesting and counter-intuitive result that the narrower the core of the QSL footprint, the wider its null-halo.
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4. Conclusion
In this paper, we investigated the topological transition between
magnetic skeleton and QSL footprints. Our study was motivated
by the fact that, despite there being a good relation between the
magnetic skeleton and QSLs, so far this relation is not well understood. The QSL footprints match only a part of the skeleton projected on the photospheric plane (where one can calculate the squashing degree, i.e. the Q-factor) (Démoulin et al.
1996a; Maclean et al. 2009), but the precise relation between
them has not yet been investigated. Understanding this relation
is important because flare ribbons as observed in Hα as well as
in hard X-rays have been shown to match well with QSL footprints (Démoulin et al. 1996a, 1997), whereas the ribbons match
only part of the skeleton (Démoulin et al. 1994b; Longcope et al.
2007; Des Jardins et al. 2009). Moreover, even if the regions of
strong Q-factor localize better the ribbons, and give a good prediction where current sheets can form when the system is perturbed, the magnetic skeleton is easier to calculate. Indeed, it
only requires the location of magnetic null points to be found.
This may explain why magnetic skeleton calculations are, as of
today, more widely used than QSL calculations.
Our goal was two fold. First, we aimed to quantify the topological relation between the topology and the quasi-topology
with geometrical arguments. Second, we wanted to find a general method for predicting which parts of the skeleton, calculated
with source models, turn into QSL footprints when the photosphere is considered to be located above all magnetic sources,
so as to predict the location of current sheets and flare ribbons,
in non-eruptive configurations.
We considered three diﬀerent magnetic field configurations:
two relatively simple ones with four sources, already considered
in previous studies (Démoulin et al. 1996a; Aulanier et al. 2005)
which we refer to in this paper as D96 and A05, respectively, and
a more complex one formed by an asymmetric set of 15 sources.
In all these models, we calculated the QSL photospheric footprints (the photospheric regions that have the strongest squashing degree), by placing the photosphere at some small altitude
above that of the sources, and we compared these regions with
all the components of the calculated skeleton (null points, fan
surfaces, spine field lines).
In the D96 configuration (see Fig. 1), we noticed that the
maxima of Q, the squashing factor, were located near (above) the
position of the nulls, and that the shape of the sheet-like distribution formed by the strongest Q values tends to follow the shape
of the spine, but not all of it. This is fully consistent with the plots
of N in D96. When we considered the A05 geometry (Fig. 2), we
found that the QSL footprint was more elongated than the spine
projected on the photosphere. In order to understand non-spine
related parts of QSL footprints, we investigated a more complex
geometry (Fig. 3), generated by 15 sources located at the same
subphotospheric height and chosen such that all the null points
were in the same plane as the sources. In this configuration, as
in the two previous ones, we found many parts of the QSLs footprint (which we called “branches”) that were not due to spine
contributions. We found the interesting result that all branches
actually follow the first intersection with the photosphere of the
fan’s field lines starting from subphotospheric sources.
We explained that the topological transition between spines
and QSL footprints can be attributed to the divergence of field
lines from the spines. Consider, for instance, a positive null from
which a separator extends to a negative null. When two field
lines lying close to the spine from the positive null, but on different sides of the separatrix surface from the negative null (and

vice versa) they cause a large Q-factor on their foot prints. We
also managed to explain the origin of the branches (i.e. non-spine
related QSL footprints) as being due to the spreading of field
lines (along a spine field line) being located on either side of a
fan surface and originating from a flux concentration, a spreading which we explained to be less and less important for pairs
of field lines anchored further and further from the flux concentration. Since the Q-factor is constant along field lines, we also
explained why some isolated spines (i.e. not related to a separator) can result in a QSL footprint.
With these findings, any one using source and skeleton models should be able to identify which parts of complex skeletons
can be related to QSL footprints and (non-eruptive) flare ribbons,
by applying the following rules:
– The maxima of the Q-factor in the photosphere are located
near and above the position of the subphotospheric null
points.
– The shape of the maximum values of the Q-factor tend to
follow the spine shape (as first noticed by Titov et al. 2002),
but not all of it.
– The non-spine related QSL footprints (i.e. branches) match
with the curves defined by the photospheric endpoints of all
fan field lines that start from subphotospheric sources and
their conjugate footprints which are rooted in the related
null-halo.
It has been proposed that coronal heating in closed loop systems
may be either due to turbulence in the corona, with or without
magnetic field inhomogeneities in the photosphere (Milano et al.
1997, 1999; Buchlin et al. 2003; Gudiksen & Nordlund 2005;
Rappazzo et al. 2008), or to the diﬀusion of current sheets which
can easily form in complex skeletons resulting from several discrete flux concentrations (infinitely concentrated in sources, or
of finite size and magnetic field amplitude), when any laminar
perturbation occurs (Priest et al. 2002, 2005; Longcope et al.
2005; Haynes et al. 2007). These two mechanisms are very different in terms of current sheet formation: in the former case they
are intermittent and formed by the turbulent cascade, whereas in
the latter they develop at specific places in a few Alfvèn times
only. Démoulin & Priest (1997) and Aulanier et al. (2005) proposed that the non-turbulent coronal heating models could also
be considered in the absence of a true magnetic skeleton, when
narrow QSLs exist as a result of the fragmented nature of the
some continuously distributed photospheric magnetic field. Our
present findings link the skeleton and QSL based coronal heating concepts in the frame of the same model. We will address
this type of model in a forthcoming paper.
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